Abstract. We introduce the notions of A-power dyadic derivatives and Apower dyadic integrals, so that, in particular, the Cantor ternery function is an indefinite integral of its derivative. Furthermore, under certain conditions on the integrands we can give a Riemann-type definition to the A-power dyadic integral.
Introduction
One of the basic problems of analysis is to find a notion of integration such that integration and differentiation are inverse operators for a much larger class of functions. However, in accordance with contemporary notions of integration, the integral of a trivial function, which equals zero almost everywhere, is zero. Therefore, there is no notion of integration such that a singular function represents an indefinite integral of its derivative, since the derivative of a singular function is a trivial function.
The main motivation of the paper is to find the notions of differentiation and integration such that some singular functions are the definite integrals of their derivatives. The reason why the differential and integral in the ordinary sense do not work for the class of singular functions is that the set {x: f'(x) --oo, f (x) -+00} has an uncountable order, that is, there are too many points at which the change in function is much faster than the change in variable. This gives us a hint how to solve the problem.
We replace the difference quotient ^ by ri%x, 0 < A < 1, and define the A-power derivative of / at x by f{_p(x) = lim^-o t^ti • This is called Lipschitz numbers by Besicovish and has been studied by Thomson [5] . Clearly, if the ordinary derivative of / exists, then its A-power derivative is infinite. But in some cases where the ordinary derivative of / is infinite, the A-power derivative of / is finite. The latter situation is what we want. Note that the Apower derivative cannot be applied to a singular function, because the A-power derivative may not exist at most points. For example, consider the Cantor ternary function. We modify the A-power derivative to get the concept of the A-power dyadic derivative which will work for our purpose on the special sets of measure zero. The ideal of the dyadic derivative is derived from the papers by Kahane [2] , Pacquement [4] and Gordon [1] . Since we deal with the thin set, we will use the Hausdorff measure instead of the Lebesque measure.
In our exposition, we first describe the Cantor type sets which will be used to define the generalized differential and integral. We next introduce and study the A-power dyadic derivative and A-power dyadic integral. Finally, we define the A-power Riemann integral and show that the A-PR integral and A-PD integral are equivalent for the continuous integrands. Proof. Let E = {x £ C\D: $FlPD(x)} or FlPD(x) < 0}. Then E is countable. Given e > 0 and t¡ £ C\(DuE), since F(x) is A-PD differentiable at £, we can take an integral /^ = (a{j,m), ¿>4(m)) such that , where intervals (a¡, bj) are pairwise disjoint. Note that (a,-, b¡), j = 1, 2..., P, is of the finite union of elements of A , that is, («_,-, bj) = \jj=l Ipm , I^m £ A . If necessary discard some intervals I(¡in ', we write I^n '= (ct, dt), t = 1,2, ... , T, such that üj = C\ < c2 < d\ < c3 < d2 < ■■ ■ < dT = bj.
We recall that the first class intervals are pairwise disjoint. Hence, there is a partition of (a¡, b¡) such that the subinterval is either a first class interval of A By definition of the Cantor type set, we deduce F(bÍ,{n)) -F(anw) > -eH*(Ç)(aiïn), #<">)).
Consequently, we have (C)
Ei>-eEHHcn(aiin),biia))), since Hausdorff measure is an outer measure in the sense of Caratheodory. Now,
It is routine to show the inequalities (E) E2 >-£ and £3>-e(¿>-tf)-
By (D) and (E), F(b) -F (a) > -e( 1 + H\C) + b-a).
Because of e arbitrary small, we get
F(b)>F(a).
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use Since HX(C) < oo, a lower bounded trivial function / is A-PR integrable. We will be concerned with continuous integrands. We list the properties of the A-PR integral, some of which will be used later.
(1) (X-PR)^af+ßg = a(X-PR)^f+ß(X-PR)^g. We shall show that F;_PD(x) = f(x) for x e C\D. Let OC x=Ç](ai(n),bi(n)).
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Given e > 0, there is a Si > 0 such that \f(y) -f(x)\ < e , whenever |y -x| < ¿i and y £ C. Since lim"_^0o((?¿(") -a"n)) = 0, there is an «0 such that \bjnn) -«¿("'| < ¿i whenever n > n0 . 
Consequently

